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1 ~~~~~~EXECUTIVE SESSION

2 MARKUP OF FY 1984 BUDGET RECONCILIATION

3

4 THURSDAY, JULY 1-4,: 1983

5:

6 ~~~~~~~~United States Senate

7- Committee on Finance

8, Washington, D.C.-

9 The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:20 p.m., in

10 room 215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable

11 Robert Dole (Chairman of the full committee) presiding.

12, Present: Senators Dole (presiding), Danforth, Chafee,

13' Heinz, Symms, Long-, Baucus, and Bradley.

14,

15 The Chairman& Let us see. The Caribbean Basin passed

16 the House by what,- 289 to 112?

17 Mr~. DeArmentz. I believe that was 289 to 129.-

18 The Chairm~anz: We hope to go to conference next Tuesday

19 on repeal. of withholding and the Caribbean reciprocity

20- enterprise-zones, mortgage revenue bonds.-

21 Now, Senator Danforth is here, and I think other Senators

22 will be coming, but the primary purpose of the meeting this

23 afternoon was to go through other options for spending

24~ reductions. And I think perhaps, as I iudica-ted yesterday,

25 under thie racon-ciliation instruction we are asked to - what
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1is it, Sheila, $1.8?

2: Ms. Burke; Our reconciliation instructions, Senator,

31 over three years is $1.7 billion.

4- The. Chairman: That does not mean that we cannot do more

5 than that,- is that correct?

6. M~s. Burke;- That is correct.

7 The Chairmanz Four or five billion if we. can find the

8, votes, or six.

9: Hs. Burke; There is no limit, Senator.

10, The Cha~irmanz. Because the budg~et process is such a

11- shambles, maybe we can do better without it. So we do we not

'12. start. There are a number of locuments that contain spending

13 reductions,. and there may be other members who- have other

14- ideas on how- to reduce spending, so we are not limited to

15 what we have in the blue book or in the extracts from the

16-. blue book., And I know Senator Heinz has some ideas that we

IT' are trying to get costed out. I understand it has

1&- substantial dollar savings. So if anybody has any painless

19 ways to reiuce spending, we would like to take those up first.

20- Senator Heinz:-. Maybe you should start with mine..

2.-1 The Chairman;- Let us hear from Senator Heinz.

22- Senator Baucusa Before we do, I think logically, with

23- the Chairman-'s permission, I think it is important again fcr

24- the record for all of us to understand that we already have

28: met our spending reduction mark as proposed. by the Budget
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I Committee.

2 Now, maybe the budget process is in shambles; maybe it is

3 not. I know the fact of the matter is that we do have a

4- bulget,. and the budget was agreed to by the House and the

5. Senate, and the conference was agreed to by both bodies., And'

6. in the measure we passed yesterday we did meet our mark by

7' reducing spending 11.3 billion over the three-year period.

8- And I just think it is important for the record for that to

9 be known.

10 Second, it is my understanding - and perhaps staff can

11' shed some light on this -- that the budget resolution also -

12 and we-did pass a budget resolution -- directed health

134 insurance or dire~ted health benefits for the unemployed

14. program,. unemployed health benefits to be passed by the

15 Congress in the amount of V4 billion. Our program yesterday

16 was $1-.8 billion, which is half the amount we are authorized

17 to spend under tha budget resolution.

18 So-the fact of the matter is that since we have already

19 met our spending reduction requirements and. because the

20 health insurance benefit program passed yesterday is half or

21, less than half as provided for in the budget resolution, then

22 it's fair to say that the only additional legislation

23- required to meet under the budget resolution would be

24, revenue-raising measures.

25 And I was wondering if I might ask the staff whether that
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1 is a correct understanding of where we are, at least with

2 respect to the reluirements of the buiget resolution.

.3 It is true this committee can -do what it wants to try to

4- reduce more spending and perhaps raise more revenue, but

5' insofar as the parameters of the budget resolution are

6~ concerned, I wonder if I might ask Sheila if my understanding

T is correct, or anyone else on the staff who might want to

8 answer that.

9 Ms. Burke: Senator, as I understand. your question, it is

10' a clarification of what is provided for in the resolution.

11 The committee was reconciled for $1..7 billion in savings. we

12Z were also reconciled for an additional $73 billion in

13' revenues. The resolution also contained language which is

14. not required on the part of the committee,- but language which

15 provided f~r in the budg~et if i program was enacted for

16i health benefits for the unemployed equivalent to abou~t $4

17 billion. The program, as I urderstand it,: was not

18- reconciled.. There also are provisions for additional

19- spending in other areas,.. again not reconciled to the

20"- committee.

21 So my understanding of your question is that yes, you are

22, correct; $1.7 is reconciled to the committee in spending

23 reductions, $73 billion in additional revenue. And there is

24~ provision in the budget for spending for a program on health

28: benefits for the unemployed. The action yesterday achieved a
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1 savings of $1.7 billion in reductions from the baseline in

2 the context of the Medicare program.

3 Senator Baucus: ILhank you very much.

4- Ijust think, Mr. Chairman, that that point should be.

5' made clear just for the record'so we know where we are at

8 this-point. Obviously, the committee can do whatever else it

7 wants to.

a Mr. DeArmenta. Mr. Chairman, there is one additional

9. point-. Tn order to meet our reconciliation target, we would

1O'. have to report V1.7 billion in budget savings in a

11 reconciliation bill to the Budget Committee. The measure we

12. reported yesterday did not do that, so we have not

13 technically -

14- The Chairman; I understand that. I understand the

15 point. But I think that is tachni--illy correct. But, again,

16 it goes to the whole budget process and the -way the Budget

17~ Committee is becoming an -authorizing committee. They-say you

18. can spend so many dollars on. a program.. I never-believed

19: that was their function, I do not believe it now, and I do

20 not intend to be bound by it.. And I would hope that if they

21 are going to become the authorizing committee, we would

22 merely become sort of a subcommittee to carry out the details

23 of their program.

24- But it is my hope that we can still preserve any intent

25 on those concerned about health care for the unemployed to
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1 report it out without funding. That responsibility Was mete

2. There may not be enough votes to further reduce spending.I

3 hope there are enough votes to reduce it more than the $1.7

4billion. And I know the administration is here today, and

5. perhaps they might have some ideas. But Senator Heinz does

6 have this pacemaker.,

7' Senator Heinz:, M~r. Chairman, before we go to that, and

& is long as we are on health benefits for the unemployed, I

9would like to bring up a subject regarding the bill we

10reported yesterday.

11 ~~The Chairman; Yes.

12. Senator Heinzz& It has come to our attention that through

.13 an oversight on my part drafting,. that unemployed rail

14, workers are not going to receive and will not be eligibl-e for

15' any health care banefits at all under S. 9351, at least as

161 currently drafted.~ That is because the bill provides health

1IT insurance only to those who raceive benefits from state

181 unemployment compensation systems at the local unemployment

19- security administration office.-

20-- Rail workers collect their unemployment benefits paid-out

21' of the rail unemployment insurance account through regional

22. offices of the Riilroad Retirement Board. They will

23 therefore be excluded from receiving benefits under this

24~ bill.

25: I do not think that it was the committee's intention to
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1 exclude them simply because of that administrative fact of

2 life. There are about 110,000 unemployed rail workers

3 nationwide. I happen to have 10,000 of them in

4 Pennsylvania. The rest are in Kansas, Montana and Rhode

5 Island, I am told, and. Idaho.

6 [Laughter.1

7 Senator Heinzz The Railroad Retirement Board estimates

8 that almost all of the rest of the unemployed have exhausted

9 their unemnloyment benefits, including health insurance. And

1C furthermore,- the Board estimates an additional 220,000 ra-4l

11 diependents have lost their health coverage.

12. We have,. I think, discussed this with staff. I cannot.

13 say that there is no objection. I do not know that. I do

14 not know of any objection. It would be my hope that we could

15 have a committee amendment that would cure th e problem.

16 The Chairmanz Sheila, have you discussed this?

17T ls. Burke.; Yes,. sir. The issue of railroad retirees or

ia. railroad individuals was indeed discussed at the outset..

1-9. There was no deliberate intention to exclude them., The one

20 concern we had is that they, of course, do not, as-you pcint

21' out, go through the unemployment offices; and we would have

22 to, make sure Provision was made to pay the unemployment

23' offices basically for the additional cost of that service in

24. the sense that an individual is not normally going through

25, their office. But there was no deliberate intention to
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1 exclude thatt population.

2 Senator Heinz: Do you see any reason why we cannot work

3 out the necessary language on it?

4, Ms.. Burke: I lo not believe so, Senator.

5 The Chairman4 Well, mpaybe we can do that if we have

Er enough for a committee amendment..

7 Senator Heinz.-- We will undertake, Mr. Chairman, to get-

8. at least 10 or 11 members of the Finance Committee to expres s

9 in interest in doing that, in effect to poll it out, if that

10; would be permitted.

II, The Chairmanz Now, are we ready? Do you want to discuss

12. your pacemaker amendment?

13' Senator Heinzz. If you would like to, Lyr. Chairman.

14- As some of the members may be aware, the Aging Committee

ISi last year started and almost ~cmpleted what amounted to a

IW year-long investigation of pacemakers.. We published a

17 207-page information paper. As a result of the

1W investigation,. 35 FBI field offices and two federal grand

19, Juries are undertaking investigations of the pacemaker

2Or. industry..

21 The Health Carte Finance Administration has already issued

22' new M¶edicare guidelines governing appropriate indications for

23 pacemaker implantations. But beyond that, we uncovered the

24 fact that there are many excessive Medicare reimbursement

251, practices.,. We uncovered the fact that the M~edicare system
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1 appears to be reirnbursing almost any amount for pacemaker.

2 devices causing purchasers to not buy in a prudent fashion.

3 We uncovered the fact that the Medicare program never

4 collects or almost never collects warranties on pacemakers.,

5 Almost all of them are warranted for at least-five years.

6 Where the warranties are not collectedi, there are an awful

.7 lot of cases apparently where the physicians do collect the

8 warranties anJ put t he money in their Pocket as a bonus.

9 We uncovered the fact that fees paid to surgeons are

10 based on medical procedures that are very much out of date.

11 Today~s procedures are much simpler. And we learned that

12- there is a very real need to create a national pacemaker

13 registry.

14- We have developed legislation, izr. Chairman, that has

15 five parts to it. Two of those parts reduce the allowable

16 reimbursement for pacemaker devices in the first case to new

17: implantations;.second, for reimplan-tations by 15 percent and

18. 30 percent,-r-espectively.

19 ;e have reduced the reimbursement for surgical fees by,

20- in gross amount, 25 percent, but since we eliminate the

21 co-insurance, it works out to about a good deal less than

22 that in terms of revenue to the surgeons.

23- We reduced reimbursement on followup monitoring 50

24 percent in the frequency and a 25 percent reduction in the

25. reimbursement for transtelepbonic monitoring.
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9 1~ ~~ Added all up together, the first year savings on this

2 would be same T227 million in the first year and presumably

3 at least that amount for each of the next two years, probably

4-more. That would mean that, assuming that the committee felt.

5- these vere good things to do, that we would have

8 three-quarters of a billion dollars of savings just over

7 three years from these proposals.

8 ~I think it might be a good idea, Mr. Chairman, to ask,

9 first, your staff, the Finance Committee staff to comment on

10: this as to the authenti~city- of the savings that have been

11 developed here. And secondly, if the administration has any

12. comments,- if they care to endorse them.,.it is fine, too..

-13. It would be my hope that we might be able to save a

1ii~~ 14 considerable amount of money here.

15 1 would only add this is an extremely conservative set of

16 proposals. To give you one idea,- we are only reducing-the

17 cost of the device to Kedicare by 15 percent.,

18;, Iow,- someoneL Will say, gee, how can you do that, and the

19-- answer is that we sent investigators to New York and San

20y Franciso. They posed as purchasing agents for a phony health

21 care proviler. Well, they were phony purchasing agents for

22. health care providers. And in virtually every instance, as a

23% salesman would walk in and my investigators would hem and haw

24, a little bit, in every single instance a discount of 20

25:. percent was offered to them.. And let me tell you, that is 20
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I percent less than what Me-iiCare today pays.

2 And so even though iledicare is paying whatever it is they

3 pay, the common practice of anybody who tries worth a fig is

4' to get 20 percent, is to get a. pacemaker for 20 percent less

5' than that.

6 Now, we are only suggestingc that the cost of the device

7 be reduced by 15 percent. So when I say the reimbursement

8- for the device be reduced by 15 percent, when I say we-are

9 being conservatives, I mean we are being conservative.

10 I migh-t add that the Inspector General of HPS, Stanley

11 Kuserow, has also written to PHS suggestina that they should

12 do some of the things that we suggest, and we can get into

13 that as we go alone,.

14 The Chairman;. I understand that -- I am advised that

15 Senator Ducenberger would li~ke to speak on this. W4e -do not

16- intend to vote on it today.

17 Senator Heinz;. I would not want to press it to a vote.

18 I think it needs to be looked at,. !(r. Chairman.

19. The Chairman.- I would like to hear from -- staff has

20, been asked to take a look at it, and see if we can get some

21 cost estimates, whether or not those are -available, and then

22. maybe !r. Donnelly may have a comment.

23' Ns. Burke;- Senator, we have contacted the Congressional

24 Budget Office, and they have confirmed the methodology used

25. in establishing the cost estimate for Senator Heinz*
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1 proposal, but have not yet been able to substantiate the

2 actual savings attributed to each of their proposals. They

3 have indicate1! that they will be able to pr-ovid6e us with

4 those by the first part of next week, so we are not yet able

5& to determine whether the numbers are correct or not.

6 The Cha-irmanz: We will probably vote sometime next week

7 on the package..

8 ~Does the administration have any comments in this area,.

9 Mr. Donnelly?

10 Mr.- Donnelly: Well, let ze just say, Ktr. Chairman, that,

11 as Senator Heinz knows,.we worked with his Committee on Aging

12. at the time those hearings took place. The Inspector

13 General's report was something which we took as very

D ~~14- significant and workezi through a, number of those -areas and

15 practices that he is speaking about.

16- We are not able either to at this stage substantiate or,

1iT not substantiate the kind of cost estimates on these

I& proposals that the Senator puts forth.. We would be happy, as

19 the staff mentioned, to work with he and his staff to

20, determine some of that methodology, whether or not we would

21r have questions or that sort of thing..

22 I think the principle at stake here that we are concerned

23- a-bout is that this committee and many others in this body and

24: on the other 3ida of the Hill worked very hard to develop a

25 prospective payment initiative which was in fact one of the
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1 principal suggestions of the Inspector General's report. And

2 it is on that basis of providing-these tools -- and the

3 regulations, as you know,_ for that are just in the process of

4 being developed right now.. It is precisely that kind of tool

5i of leverage in the area, of cost management that it is our

6- intention that the DRC7s and others provide for the hospital,

7 people.

a If they can go out and squeeze down on providers of goods

9~ and services through their negotiating, we think that is a

10- part of the mechanism of DEGs and the prospective

11 reimbursement plan that they- ought to have.

12 We can and are prepared to,. if the Senator would like

13 the Deputy Administrator of HCFA is with me -- at some time,

14 perhaps not now, to discuss where we are on implementing some-

15 of the practice mechanisms that were in that IG report.. But

16 we treated that matter with serious and significant concern,

17, and have moved out and made a great deal of progress in that

18- area.. And as a result,.at this point-I would-say that we

19. find at this juncture in developing the DRC system that this

20) amendment perhaps is premature and perhaps not necessary*.

21 Senator Heinz; Mqr. Chairman, as I understand what the

22 administration is saying, they feel that in some way, now

23 that we are about to implement DRGs, that this is -somehow

24. this will prevent them from doing it right.

25 I must say I find that a very unconvincing rationale. If
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1 we have been overreimbursing, grossly overreimbursing, in.-my

2. judgment, in the pacemaker program, to say that because we

3 have got DRGs we cannot fix an unrealistically high DEC is

4 saying that because we made a mistake last year, we have to

5, perpetuate it,. and I lo not b~alieve BPS really would- adopt

6' that kind-of philosophy..

7~ Secondly, the fact that we have not implemented this up

8. to now, whereas we might have six months ago not had this

9. argument, it seems to me another problem with the point of

10' view of HHS.

11 In point of practice there is a. third distinction I would

11: make.. If one were talking here about hospital services which

13~ are bound up in the hospital cost structure, and the people

14- the hospital has to hire, and the utilities the hospital has

15 to pay,'ani the supplies they routinely hav'e to order, I

16. would. think there would be more of a case.

17.1 But what hospitals do with respect to pacemakers is they

18'. order them on demand. It is an in-out kind of thing.. And

19 you are talking about an item that costs $2,000 to $14,000.

20. They do not pay in advance. The salesman comes over with it

21 when you want one.. And it is not really an item that the

22 hospital ever has in inventory.

23. Indeed, our hearings are replete with the fascinating

24 fact that the salesman when these pacemakers are being

25 implanted is in the hospital operating room 60 percent of the
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I time.. One of the reasons he is there is to help the doctor

2 do his job., The other reason he is there is to arrive with

3 the pacemaker in time.

4- So I would suggest that in the case of pazemakers we are

5 talking about not the cost of operating hospitals, but-we are

6 talking about the cost of a device that is brought in as the

7 need arises, and that, therefore, that HHS' argument, at

8- least as far as I am concerned, is not very logical. Even

9', though I respect the people who made the rgnnT, think it

10: is a- lousy one.

IT The Chairman: Well,, we have a vote in progress, and we

12. will come back.n And I think this suggestion,. Senator Heinz,

13' suggestion, has merit, anl maybe we ought to try to see if we

14, cannot establish what the savings might be and whether or not

15' we are lioins violan-ce to any program that may be

16' implemented.. And I am hopeful that other Senators will be

17, present.

18~ The primary purpose of this session is to have a public

19~ session on the spending reduction proposals, because there

20~ are always some members who feel they have not had adequate

21- notice. And I assume if we have a hearing and they do not

22. show up, then that is not my problem.

23, But we do h'ope to go through the list this afternoon and

'24 ask questions, if members have questions, and then hopefully

25. try to put together some package if we can. ani start some
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1 voting next week.

2 So we will. come back right after the vote.

3 Senator Symms-. 14r. Chairman?

4- The Chairmnan,: Senator Symms.

5 Senator Symms; M~r. Chairman, I just want to mention that

6. I io have the-Tri~yclopod amendment, and I just wondered-iff

7' the people at HHS had had a chance to look. at that.

8! The Chairmanz What I might suggest, and maybe Sheila can

9?t discuss it with Mr. Donnelly while we are voting, and we will

10~ check when we get back.

11 Senator Symms: Okay.

12. [Recess.)

13- The Chairmnant Have you had an opportunity to discuss the

14- concern raised by Senator Symms?

15 E!s. Purke: Yes, Senator. The administration wa~s asked.

16- yesterday to consider the proposal whizh, as I understand it,

17 would provide Mledicare reimbursement for three-wheeled

18 vehicles that are utilized by individuals in wheelchairs..

19. 'rhey are not in and of themselves considered durable medical.

20, equipment because of restrictions in the law that indicate

21 that only that equipment which is used primarily for medical

22. services is determined as such. It is that language which is

23 prohibitory in the context of this three-wheeled vehicle.

24 My understanding is the administration would not be in

25', favor of expanding Medicare coverage for that vehicle and
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1 would consider it likely to be an additional cost to the

2 program.

3 Mr. Bourque; We have been looking, Mr. Chairman, at that

4 specific piece of equipment, and our concern is that while we

5, Ia pa-y for-=ertain power-operated wheelchairs and for some

8, other pieces of durable medical equipment that would allow

7, mobility,.particular-ly in the home, we are concerned about

8. extending that to vehicles which would not be primarily,

9 medical devices and might be used extensively out of the hcme..

10 Our rules at this point do not permit Coverage for that,.

11 and there are many different types of equipment that are on

12. the market now that could fall into that rubric, some that

-13 are advertised as golfcarts, and there is a potential for a

14 great deal. of abuse here, and we are concerned about that.

15 The Chairmanz If you would discuss that -- I am certain

16 you have or will -- with Senator Symms. Anmd I think now if~

17- we start through the options, there ace a Couple of areas

18,. where we-wanted to,. in addition to reducing spending, a

19. couple of areas where we wanted to make some changes as far

20 as maternal-child health and-Puerto Rico.

21 Could you just touch on those two things briefly? And

22. then Senat-or Heinz will be recognized.

23. Ms. Burkez. The two proposals are descri~bed in the

24 document before you, additional budget options, and they are

25 located on pages 3 and 4 of that document.
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1 The first would provide for an increase in'*the Medicaid

2 ceilings for Puerto Rico and the territories. Under current

3 law, federal 'Medicaid matching rates for those territories

4. and Puerto Rico are set at 50 percent, unlike the rest of the

5' states which of course have a variable matching rate, and

6 they are capped for each of those areas on an annualized

7' basis..

8" This would provide for an increase of $20 million to be

9 distributed on the same basis, basically in terms of the

10:- percentages among Puerto Rico and all of the other

11 territories that participate in the program. It would

12. actually provide to Puerto Rico approximately $18.14 million;,

13 for the Virgin Islands, $600,000; for Guam, Vp600,000; the

14' Northern Marianas, $230,030; and American Samoa., $400,000..

15 Again, a total of approximately $20 million in additional

16 spending provided for those particular areas.-

17r The second proposal would provide for an increase in the

18 authorization for material and child health block grant

19: program. The present authorization for the K!CH block grant

20--. is $373 million.- The Congress originally appropriatei that

21 amount, but has since that time, under Public Law 98-8,

22, provided for an additional $105 million in additional

23 appropriations to increase the availability of services under

24-. this block grant.

25- The proposal would permanently increase the authorization
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1 levels for the NCH block grant program by $79 million for

2 198L4, $80 million in 1985, and $82 million in .1986.

3 The Chairman: What was that last part again?

4 Ms.. Burke; The second proposal would permanently

5 increase the authorization levels for the maternal and child

6 health block grant by $79-million in 198L4, $F80 million in

7- 1985, and $82 million in 1986.

8. The Chairmanz Senator Heinz, do you have a followup?

9 Senator Heinz; Well, on a different subject. I just

10' wanted to inquire of Sheila if one of the things she is going

11 go cover iacludes lab payments, in effect, for blood and

12 urine samples, because if not,. there is an item !-think we

13 ought to consider.

I4 Is that one of our book. items?

15 IMs* Burkea There is a descriptive piece before you that

16 is entitled "Lab Payments.'

IT ~Senator He-inzz I have something entitled "Lab Payments"f

18. that says~ 'Heinz Amendment.."' Maybe we just took your piece

19. and put our name on it.

20!¶. Burke: No. I believe it is a Heinz amendment.

21- Senator Heinz:- This saves $81 million over three years.

22 We had about five of these, Mr. Chairman, and we could really

23 solve all of our problems.

24. The Chairman: Is the administration familiar with that

26: amendment?
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1 Senator Heinzi I Can explain it in about 30 seconds or

2 less. Basically, there are a lot of instances, IL am told,

3 where rather routine lab procediures such as the analysis of

4. blood and urine samples are paid on two different rates.

5& There is a rate to physicians for their normal work, and then

63 there is a rate to Medicare which is usually higher. And

7; what the amendment simply says is there are not going to be

8 two-tier rates. Tf there is a r ate that is lower for

9 physicians from a lab, that is what Medicare is going to get,

10. going to reimburse.

11 And I am told that this will pick up f'ei million a year

12 -- I mean 181 million over three years, about $20 or $30 each

13 year.

14- Ms.-Burke.-. Again, Mr. Chairman, with this proposal we

15- havre atzkei that CB10 clarify the savings or substantiate the

16' savings that are indicated. W1e understand that there are

17' some concerns about the desire on the part of labs to accept

la. assignment, and perhaps by reducing their payment rates that

19; they would be unwilling to do so in certain circumstances.

20- But we woult like to have the opportunity to talk with

21 CBO and substantiate the numbers, and perhaps talk with the

22 administration about the proposal.

23: Senator Heinz; Now, Sheila, as you understand the

24. amendment and the way it works, is it not true that the

25' amendment would only operate where there is a two-tier
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1 payment system a~nd where that payment system forces Medicare

2 to pay more than a non-Medicare lab piace of work?

3 !Is.-Burke:- My understanding, Senator, after having

4 looked at the description - I have'not yet had an

5 opportunity to look at the legislative language -- is that

6 the intention is to reimburse at the same level that is

7 reimbursed if the test were provided in a physician'*s

8 office. And in that sense, yes, it would produce rather than

9- a. two-tier in the sense of providing a different payment

10' level to the laboratory rather than to the physician, it

11 would provide for the same level of reimbursement on the part

12. of Medicare..

13 The Chairmanz Let us take a look at that.

14 Tom, do you have any comments you would like to make?

15 Mr. Donnelly; We will certainly take a look at it as

16 well with the staff. 'Clearly, the philosophy behind it is

17; something that we are in accord with. I recall a former

la: secretary speaking on these matters rather forcefully.

19- Senator Heinz;: I want to compliment the administration

20 on being almost totally out front.

21 [Laughter.]

22 Senator Heinz: Ani there is still time to get all the

23 way out front.

24 [Laughter.]

25" The Chairman: Okay, Sheila. Let us go through the other
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1 ones, unless there are some on my right who wint to discuss

2 it. I do not see many on my left who would want to discuss

3 it, and not many on my right. But let us go through the book

4. and give us a brief description of each of the areas, and

i there may be others that maybe the administration has

6- supplemental areas, and any other areas that you would. like

7 to have us take a shot at reducing spending. We believe that

8. we might be able to do it.-

9 And so go ahead,:and we will go through our little list.

10 MIs. Burke; There is a document pending before you

11 entitled "Background Data and MIaterials on Fiscal'Year 19814

12.- Spending Reduction Proposals." If you refer to page 14 of

13' that document, you will find a summary chart which lists the

14 proposals which were submitted by the administration. They-

15 would achieve a savings in the Medicare program of T1O.8

16 billion over three years, in the Medicaid program of $1.-5

17 billion over three years..

is: The Chairman.-. What-is that page?

19 ffs. Burke: Page 4, Senator.

20- On-page 7 of that document it provides the first

21- description of the proposal, and that is the proposal to

22. restructure beneficiary cost sharing under the Medicare

23- program. Under current law Medicare beneficiaries are

24 required to pay an inpatient hospital deductible of $304

25; currently, and if they are hospitalized for longer than a
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1 60-day period of time, they pay additional daily co-insurance

2 amounts which increasa through the 60th to 90th day, and then

3 from the 60th day on are a larger number.

4, The proposal of the administration would restructure the

5 current hospital inpatient and skilled nursing facility cost

6 sharing requirements and would specifically eliminate cost

7' sharing for any hospital days of care after 60 days of care..

8' It would impose new cost sharing requirements on the first. 60

9 days of care, a daily-co-payment- equal. to 8 percent of the

10. inpatient Ieductible from day 2 through 15, and a daily

11 co-insurance amount equal to 5 percent of the deductible

12 amount for subsequent days, the 16th through 60th day..

13 They would also limit the number of times in a year that

14 the inpatient hospital deductible would have to be paid, and

15 they would reduce the present payment amount applicable to

16- skilled nursing facilities.

17 The seconl proposal is described on page 8 of that same

18., document, and would describe for a voluntary M~edicare voucher-

19, program. Under Current law, Payments are generally on behalf

20 of the beneficiaries to hospitals and other institutional

21 providers who participate in the program, except for a

22. limited Provision contained in Public Law 97-24~8 which

23- allowed for Payments to be made to help maintenance

24 organizations equal to 95 percent of the average per person

28- cost of the M~edicare program.
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) ~ ~1 This proposal would establish a voluntary Medicare

2 voucher under whiz-h beneficiaries could elect to receive

) ~~3 services through a private health benefits plan.

4- The Chairman: Does the aiministration still support the

5' voucher plan?

6 ~Mr. Donnelly:, Yes, sir.

7 The Chairman.- A're you optimistic?

8. Mr. Donnelly; Well, !fIr. Chairman, the voucher plan, as

9 you know, was part of a package of larger health incentive

10 reform proposals, including the first proposal that Sheila

11 has read and others that will be addressed here. And we -felt

12. that the entire package represented a coherent picture. If

13 you simply took this out on its own, we think it is good

) ~~14, policy, but without some of the accompanying savings.

15 It is a question about whether or not it fits in the

18 whole package. It is not that it is bad policy -- it is a

17' very good policy -- but it needs to be addressed as a part of

18, the bigger picture..

191, The Chairman.- I guess that is probably my question.. If

20: you were -- in other-words,. you would want other portions of

21 the package to be adopted and not just pick and choose

22- different pieces.

23' Mr-. Donnelly: Well, we certainly think that the package

24, deserves consideration on its merits as a whole. I think if

25. there needed to be pick and choosing, it is something that we
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would have to address on a case-by-case basis as we went.

I think the point that you raised earlier about would we

want just this piz-ked out with the cost item on it and no

savings, I think that would be very difficult for us to

adiress.

The Chairman; -All. right, next. I think we can probably

move a little more quickly on these.

Ns. Burke:_ The next proposal was agreed to, modified and

agreed to by the :ommittee yesterday.

The fourth proposal would reduce hospital cost target

rates.

The Chairman:,. I would say that it has been suggested

that perhaps you could pick up the balance of this, of number

-- of the freeze proposal.. I mean a portion of that or at

least a modification of that was adopted yesterday, which T

guess woull suggest you could pick up the balance-of it in

the reconciliation..

!fs.. Burke.- The numbers that are reflected in the blue

book are somewhat in excess of the current estimates because

we have passed the July date for changes in the rates, but it

would be close to that amount.

The fourth proposal would reduce the target rates for

hospitals by-one percen-tage point. Under current law we

provide for payment which is based on changes made in the Tax

Equity and the Fiscal Responsibility Act which limit the rate
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1 of hospital expenhitulres to the market basket plus one

2 percentage. This would remove that one percentage point in

3 estimating the base even though the transition period under

4- prospective payment.

5:_ Tteam number- 5 noted on page 10 of the booklet was

6 mod~ified. a3nd agreed to by the committee yesterday. That

r' provided for retaining the Part B premium at 25 percent of-

8,- program cost.

9. Item number 6 was a proposal which has been agreed to by

10 the committee in the past and was contained in the

11 committee's amendment to TUB&P and its resu bmit-tal on the

12' part of the administration.. It would provide for indexing

-13' the Part B deductible which is currently fixed on an annual

14~ basis.. It is currently $75- That was increased as a result

15 of a provision in TEFRA from T60 to T75. Prior to that time

18: it had not been altered since 1972. This would allow it to

tT' .be indexed by increases in the medical economic-index each

18I year.,

19. Item. 7, the dalay in initial eligibility date for

207 Medicare entitlement, is also a resubmittal on the part of

21, the administration, and has been agreed to by the committee

22 in the past and by the Senate as part of TEFRA, and was

23- dropped in conference. This would delay for one month the

24~ period of eligibility for Medicare.

25- The Chairman& As I recall the problem, what happens
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1 dur-ing that one month? Was that not the problem we had in

2 conference?

3 Ms. Burke: Yes, sir. There was concern that the

4 individuals who were delayed would not have coverage during

S5 that period of time. We were unable to ensure that there

6 would be other provision made for them during that time.

7' Those. who were in private insurance we were told. would in

8~most cases be continued until such time as Medicare picked

9' up, but there may be those who would have no coverage durin~g

10. that period of time..

11- The Chairmanz: I think that is a legitimate objection to

12: that~ provision, unless we can find some way or the ,Department

13' has had an opportunity to address that.

14- Mr. Donnelly., I will see if we have a~n estimate.

15 Senator Bradley: Mr.~ Chairman, I was conc;;rnai about

16'. that,. too.. I mean who is going to pick up -

17' Mr., Donnelly:. I am asking whether we have an estimate in

18- that respec-t,- Sena~tor..

19-- The Chairman&. You might want to address that. I think

20. it made sense until you thought about it, then it did not

21 make much sense at all, if you are going to have a 30-day

22 period where you are just totally vulnerable. But there was

23, someboiy- who said well, you do not have to worry about that,

24. because you will be covered in any event under your

25. insurance. If that is the case and if there is'some way to
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1 protect those who are not, you probably still have some

2 savings. So if you can help us --

3 Mr. Donnelly;. That is exa~tly the thought that run

4 through my mind.' I am asking- the staff to check that out.

150 Ks. Burke: Item number 8 located on page 12, 8-A and S-B

6 were both proposals submitted in the past by the

7 administration and rejected by the -Committee. The first

8 would eliminate mandatory utilization review.. The second

9 would eliminate the peer review program.

10 Senator Bradley; How does this interact with what we did

11 on the DR~s?

12~ Ms. Burke& This would effectively remove the peer review

13 program as a mand3ate as far as Yedicare was concerned,

14L Senator. The intention is to remove any requirement for a

15 review to take place as financed by the federal government.

16- So, in effect, it would make useless the provisions contained

17 in the perspective which required that institutions have

18 relationships with PRO organizations. It would. cea~se any

19.. financing from the federal government for those peer review

20, organizations, and remove the requirement for peer review

21 activities on the part of ~!edicare patients.

22 Senator Bradleyz And therefore it would be pretty much

23 left to the DRG system. itself to assess how well it is doing

24 or the quality of service?

25, Ms. Burke; Yes, sir..
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1 Item number 9, which is noted on page 13 of the document,

2 under "Present" it deals with reduced reimbursement to home

3 health agencies for durable medical equipment. Under present

4 law when durable medical equipment is provided by a supplier

5, of services -- for example, a durable medical'equipment

di: dealer.--.rather than by an institutional provider, payment

7 under Part B of the program is on the basis of 80 percent, as

8 it is for physician services and other services provided

9 under Part B. If the equipment is furnished b~y a provider

10 such as a home health agency, however, payment is made on the

11 basis of 100 percent of the reasonable cost of the rental or

12- purchase of such equipment.

13 Thbis proposal would reimbuse home health agencies on the

14- same basis as it would any other provider of service for

15 durable medical equipment, and would therefore pay 80 percent

16z of reasonabte costs and permit the agencies to bill

17, beneficiaries for the-remaining 20 percent as other agencies

15.. are. permitted to do. The savings are noted -- $55 million

19, over three years.,

20 The Chairman; That is not much savings, but it seems to

21- me it makes a great deal of sense.

22. Senator Bradley; What was the rationale initially for

23 the differential -- not that there has to be one.

24- M~s. Burkez I think it was just an incentive to use home

25 care centers.
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1 The Chairmanz Is there any justification for at least

2 some payment by the beneficiary?

3 M¶r. Bourquez Well, of course, we think, that if-the

4- beneficiary is paying some of the cost sharing, that they are

apt to use some of these services to a lesser extent.. But 1

6 think more importantly, we just feel that it gives home

7 health agencies an unfair competitive advantage.,

8- The Chairman: There is a TV ad running right now in the

9 area -- I cannot remember which channel -- about some fellow

10 telling how great all of this is, it does not cost you a

11 thing,-and shows all the wheelchairs and all the other

12 equipment,.just call this number., That is crazy..

-13. Mtr. Bourque; There has been concern about extended use

14- of durable medical equipment, and this would make consumers a

15 little more cost conscious.

16 Ms.. Burke,; Item number 10,- which is located on page 13

17. of the booklet, would provide competitive procurement of

18 laboratory services, durable medical equipment and other

19. medical supplies..-Under present law physicians and

20: beneficiaries have the option to select sources of laboratory

21 services, DME ani other medical supplies. This proposal

22 would allow the Secretary to enter into agreements, exclusive

23 agreements, with providers of those services, and as a result

24. would not allow physicians or beneficiaries to make a choice

25:' from the available sources in the community, but would rather
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1 limit those choicas to certain providers.

2 Senator Bradley; Does this go nationwide imm~ediately?

3- Ms. Burke; The pr~oposal is ind~eel intended nationwide,

4- but I would assume that the contracts would be within many

6cases local agencies or provilers of service. I do not know

8- that the administration would intend to co with a nationwide

7' provider,. but that. woull lepend upon the service presumably,.

8 Senator.

9 F¶r. Bourquez We expect this would be regional and

10~ limited to particular local markets.

11 Senator Br adley; Do we want to consider limiting it in

12; the sense of making it a kind of demonstration in the regions

13 that- you wantad to go in so-we can. actually test to see if it

14. works?

15 Mr. Bourque; Well, we are currently undertaking a study

16 of how we would go about these negotiations, and we certainly

17- woul-d like the demonstration authority, but we would like the

18- broader authority to allow us to go where we so choose given

19 the results of the study..

20, The-Chairman; I's this the Heinz- proposal?

21 Mr. Donnellyz Well, I would think this is a legitimate

221 area where we could look at Senator H-einz* proposal as well,

23 and perhaps some -accommodation of the thing you raised

24, eaclier might be adiressed in this competitive purchase.

25' Senator Bradley: That is Senator Heinze proposal on
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1 pacemakers?

2 Mr. Donnelly: The one on laboratcries. It seems to me

3 to be in the same vein.

4. Senator Heinz; One thing, on the laboratory tests we do

5' have a CBO'estimate on it.

~6 Mr.. Donnelly; It just occurred to me that perhaps we

7' would want to addcess the two together in some way.

8 As.. Burke: Item number 11 is noted on page 14 and is

9: also a resubmissio)n on th-- pact of the administration, and

10. would-eliminate the waiver of provider liability for

11 uncovered services. Under current law Medicare pays

12. hospitals and. skilled nursing facilities for Certain

13 uncovered-or medically unnecessary care furnished

14- beneficiaries if those facilities could not have known that

15 payment would be disallowed. T'he institutions are not held

I6& liable for those-costs, and indeed,. neither are the

17 beneficiaries.

18, The proposal would eliminate this waiver of liability

19' provision for providers, but, however, it would not allow the

20 insti-tutions to seek payment from the beneficiaries if such

21 payment were disallowed.

22' Item number 12 is noted on page 14. It would provide for

23i an assignment of inpatient hospital benefit period deductible

24 and co-insurance in the order of filing a payment request.,

25- Under current law the responsibility for collecting
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1 deductible and'co-insurance amounts from beneficiaries in

2 connection with stays in more than one hospital is currently

3 assigned i-n the chronological order in which the services are

4 furnished. So, for example, if an individual were admitted

5into an institution and cared for and then admitted into a'

6 sec-ond institution, the first institution would be held

7 responsible for the collection of the deductible..

8 ~The administration proposal would assign the

9 responsibility in the order in which the hospital submitted

Ia requests for payment; so, for example, if the second

11 institution billed first, they would be hell responsible for

12. the collection of the deductible even though the individual

13 would have been in an institution prior to that time who

14 would in actuality have collected the deductible or been

15 responsible for doing so on that admission..

16 Item number 13 is located on page 15 of the handout.-

17 That-would provide for a modification of the M~edicare

18 contracting requirements. This is also a. resubmission on the

19, part of the administration. Under current law M~edicare

20. contracts with intermediaries and carriers to perform

21, basically the business of day-to-day operational work with

22 respect to the M~edicare program -- for example, reviewing

23 claims and making program payments - this proposal would

24. increase the Secretary's discretion in entering into

25 agreements with the M¶edicare claims processing agents by
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1 eliminating the right of institutions to nominate an

2 intermediary, by permitting the Secretary to enter into

3 various kinds of agreements nat solely based on cost, and it

4 would allow for some competitive agreement, for example,, and

5' it would broaden the Secretary's authority to experiment with

8 different kinds of contracts by including contracts other

7 than fixed price or performance incentive contracts, and by

8' permitting a. waiver of competitive bidding requirements.~

9 Item number 11., noted on page 15 of the handout, would

10 eliminate the funiing-for the end-stage renal disease,

11' networks. Under current law there are networks provided for

12 which have been designated to perform a variety of functions

13 in connection with the eni-stage renal disease program,

14 including the collection of data,, criteria and standards for

15 quality patient --are. Thay often are involved in discussions

16- with patients in providing-them, information on the program.

17' The proposal would eliminate the funding for the

18 end-stage renal disease networks and make the national

19-- end-stage renal disease medical information system

20' discretionary with the Secretacy.

21 This proposal was also a resubmission on the part of the

22' administration, -and there are currently 32 networks in

23 operation throughout the country.

24 Item number 15 located on page 16 of the handout would

25~ provide for an elimination of the requirements for- a Railroad
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3 1~~ Retirement Board carrier contract. Under current law, the

2 Railroad Ratiremant Board. is permitted to contract with

D ~~3 carrier or carriers to handle the Yedicare Pa~rt P payments

4- with respect to individuals who are retirement benficiaries

5 of that system.

6 That contract has been negotiated with the Travelers

7' Insurance 'Company in the past which has served as a.

8- nationwide carrier. The proposal would eliminate the

9. requirement for a separate Railroad Petirement Board carrier

10. contract and wouli providea for negotiation with carriers in

11 all are as with-respect to beneficiaries under this aspect of

12.. the program.. That is also a. resubmission on the part of the

13. administration.

D ~~~14 Page 17 provides for the beginning of the descriptions of

15 the Mledicaid provisions.. The first aga~in is a resubmission

16. on the part of the administration and would require nominal

17 cost sharing by Madicaii beneficiaries. Current law permits

18, but does not require states to impose nominal cost shari'ng on

19: all persons for all services, with certain major exceptions.

20 For-example, the states may not impose charges on children

21 under 18, persons institutionalized in long-term care

22 facilities. They cannot charge for pregnancy-related

23 services, family planning services and supplies, emergency,

24 services and services furnished to the categorically needed

25 and the health maintenance organizations.. They may also
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1 choose to exempt certain other individuals.

2 This proposal would mandate the states to provide for

3 additional cost sharing charges: for the medically needy, $1

4 per visit; for. a physician, clinic and outpatient services

5 for the medically needy, $1.50 per visiti for those same

6 services for the categorically needy, fl per day for

7' inpatient services; and for the medically needy, $2 per day

8 for inpatient hospital services.

9 The states would-continue to be prohibited from imposing

10- co-payments on services provided to long-term care patients

11 or furnished by HM0s to the categorically needy.

12 Item number 2,. located on page 18, would improve

13- third-party collections on the part of the M¶edicai d agencies

14: and-would provide for a retention of administrative costs

15- associated with third-party recoveries. The states currently

16- can recover against third parties because Kedicaid, of

17 course, is the payer of last resort-, and as such is often

18 -able to recover amounts from medical assistance payments made

19, on behalf of individuals. This would strengthen the ability

201 of the M¶edicaid agencies to perform that function..

21 Item-number 3 on page 18 would provide for 100 percent

22 federal payment of processing of combined ?Fedicare and

23: Medicaid claims. Under current law the claims for

24- individuals who are eligible for both M~edicare and Medicaid

25 are processed by both the M~edicaid fiscal agent and the
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I Medicare carrier. This would provide for 100 percent federal

2 reimbursement for-the combined processing of the Medicare arnd

3 M¶edicaid claims by Mfedicare contractors hoping to avoid that

4. additional step and also having Medicaid agents perform that

5; same function.

6. Item number 4I,, located on page 19, would extend the

T current reductions in federal payments to state Medicaid -

8. programs. Under Public Law-97-35 we-provided that whatever

9 federal matching payments the state is otherwise entitled to

10' would be reduced by 3- pertc-ent in 1982. 4I percent in 1983, and

11 4I 1/2 percent in 1984..

12. A-state could. qualify for an offset of those reductions

13, throug-h a number of means, including the establishment of a.

14. hospital rate control program,,.or if it had an unemployment

15 rate, for example, which exceeded 1550 perc-ent of the national

16; average, they could- also recover some funds on the basis of

17- their fraud and abuse activi-ties..

18" The administration proposal would extend the reductions

19 and offset provisions indefinitely at a rate of 3 percent for

2Oz~ fiscal year 1985 3Ld beyond. The current rate,. as I

21- indicated, is L4.5 percent, and so it would reduce it to 3

22 percent and then maintain it in the out years.-

23- The additional items that are noted. ar e simply the impact

24~ of changes in other programs on the Medicaid program, and. a

25. regulatory initiative with respect to third-party liability
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collections, which is the result of child support enforcement

activities..

On page 21 of the handout there is described the

legislative initiative suggested by the administration with

respect to the maternal1 ani child health services block grant.
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) ~ ~I The Chairmanz Could I ask, on the regulatory

2 initiatives, third party collections, is that a savings?

) ~~3 Mr. Donnelly.- Yes, sir. That regulation is going in the

4- Federal Register I think within the next week.

5 The Chairman-., Will we get credit for that as a savings

6 if we put i.t in the reconciliation?

7' [Ltaught er..1

& ~~r. Donnelly-.. I do not see why not.

9- I think- we went through this a couple of years ago.

10 Es. Burke: Yes, we have some history of having done that

IIbefore, Senator..

12~ The Chairman& Yes, I think we did do that.-

13 [Laughter.]

) ~~14- Senator Danforthz. Mr. Chairman, T wonder if I could

15 inquire as to what our procedure is going to be. As I

16' understand it, you do not intend to have any votes today, and

1ir what we are doing now. is to qo throug~h this book and look at

la, some possibil-ities for complying with the reconciliation

19% instructions?

20'1 The Chairman: That is correct. There were some members-

21 who indicated they wanted an opportunity, at least, if they

22. had questions to raise questions. So it seemed to me we

23, should have the Administration down and have an opportunity

24- to go through the list. And there may be some other

25, suggestions for spending reductions, and it is my hope that
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I maybe -- I am not certain what day next week, Wednesday or

2 Thursday -- we might be able to meet and see if we can agree

3 on some spending' reductions.

41. Senator Danforth: Mr. Chairman, with respect to

5'. Nedicare, we have before us a list of some 15 specific

6". proposals for cost savings, and it is my understanding that

.7 these 15 proposals are made solely for the purpose of

8 complying with the reconciliation instructions, and that. they

0 do not go to the bigger question of what we are to do to save

104 the Medicare program.

11 The Chairman: That is right.

12.- Senator Dinforth:- What is the-status, if I could ask

13 either you, 1,4r. Chairman, or the staff or the Administrati-on,

14' of our efforts,. if ;any, with respect to the Medicare?

15 Clearly, we have a well-known disaster toward which we are

16. heading, and are we going to do something sometime to avert

iTthe disaster, or io we just sort of go at this one day at a.

18: time?-

19- The Chairman: Let ais hear from the Administration and

20- see if they have any immediate plans.

21 Mr.~ Donnelly: Well, as you are well aware, Mr. Chairman,

22- and as I think I shared with Senator Danforth a couple of

23 weeks ago, the proposals that are put forth here are not only

24. solely for the purposes of assisting you in the

25& reconciliation initiative, but because we think they are
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1 sound policy for laying a better base -for the ultimate set of

2 recommendations.

3 And they will be iramatic, and would have to be dramatic

4- to resolve the fledicare difficulties in the latter part of

6 this decade or the early part of the nineties, depending upon

6- the economic assumptions and the things that actually

7 happen..

8 As you know, the Social Security Advisory Council

9 continues to meet. They have floated a number of

101 recommendations, not only to officials in our Department but

11 to the Congress and members, the leadership and others as

12 well, to say,- comment on these, give us your thoughts.. We

13 are moving towards putting together some kind of a report in

14 the fall that addresses these-rather broad-scale

15 initiatives.

16: Obviously,, wha tever among those proposals or others that

17' the Congress, that this body and the Administration come up

18 with, the earlier we address that the better it is going to

19, be, and that is one of the other purposes of these

20 proposals. If you begin to use prudent policy now, you have

21 some measurable impact on outlays in the '88, '89, '90 time

22 frame, but if you delayed making any kind of initiative until

23: then you are really looking at a cliff an~d kind of a

24I precipice.

25. So it is a dual approach. It is not an easy solution,
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I but you have got to do both/and rather than either/or.

2 Senator Danforth; Well, ',1r. Chairman, I just wanted to

3 state, to repeat my concern. I do not think we are avoiding

4~ any cliff by what-we are doing today, by what we are

5 considering today. I th-ink the cliff is there. T think. that

o we as a country are marching head-long toward that cliff. I

7. think maybe we are extending the march by a few inches and

8.1 that is it.

9 I further believe that, with respect to the whole 'process

10: of not only, saving M-edicare but. getting the budget itself

11 under control, this business of coming up with long lists of,

12, 120 million, $50 million, $11 million items, is really

13- heading-nowhere. I think that we are getting ourselves

14: bogged Iowa in details, and when the sum-of those details are

15 added up we are going nowhere, either in getting the budget

16 unler control or saving IKedicire.

17 And Senator Boren and I have a couple of proposals. Ile

la. are not going to :iebate them today because we are not going

19. to be voting tolay, but I have often been told that you

20) should tell-them what you are going to tell them, tell them,

21 and then tell them that you told them. So I will just

22. preview them very briefly.

23 One proposal will be the so-called CPI minus 3 proposal,

24- and that is between 1985 and. 1988 to adjust indexing formulas

25 for tax purposes, '85 being the first item that tax indexing
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1 would go into place; and for entitlement programs,

2 non-means-tested entitlement programs, instead of indexing

3 them at the full consumer price index, instead the formula

4 would. be CPI minus 3 percent.

51, And we have discussed that before. It will be discussed'

6 again next week. We-will bring it up next week in the form

7 of an ameniment or in offering on the reconciliation

87 process.

9 We also have a more general position that we are going to

10' be bringin7 up ani bringing to a vote, and it has to do with

11 really the philosophy of what we are involved in and the

12: process that we are undergoing. I think the important thing

13: to do is to recognize the truth,-and in order to do that the

14, effect of the resolution will be to express the sense of the

15 Senate that it is rnot possible to reduce the deficit below

16'- $150 billion per year unless we reduce the growth rate of

17T entitlement proarams-and at the same time increase tax

1I: revenues above what is now built into the law.1

19- And the wording of the resolution will be, it is the

20, sense of the Senate that:

21 One, the federal budget deficits now expected to occur in

22:. the 1980's pose serious threats to America's economic

23. future;.

24 Two, the deficits cannot be brought into manageable size

28- solely by a strong economic recovery, a reduction in defense
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1 spending, a-nd reduced spendin; for iisrretionary domestic

2 spending programs;

3 And three, the achievement of federal deficits reduced to

4, levels that do not threaten America's economic future will

5' require (a) increased tax revenues and. (b) slower growth of'

6 non-needs-based federal entitlement programs.

7 I think that the problem is, Mr. Chairman,, that we on the

8 Finance Committee and we in thie Congress and we in the

9' country have fooled ourselves by the laundry list concept.

10- And the problem with the la~undry list concept is that all of

11 us want to engage in wishful thinking that we are not going

12 to be on the laundry list, the laundry list is somebody else,

13- somebody else's taxes will be increased, somebody else's

14- program will be cut, somebody else's little fine-tuning will

15 be accomplished. Why, if we hold the line on Congressional

16- pay that will solve the problem of the budget, or if we

17 strike some program on the defense budget, or one thing or-

18. another.-

19., And all of that might be important to do,- but the fact of

201 the matter is the numbers are not there. And: what we have

21. d~one by focusing an all of these details is to distract

22 attention from the more difficult question of what to do

n about huge deficits that cannot be really seriously reduced

24- by any laundry list that anybody could come up with.

251 And I think that it is time to put to the American people
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I the basic questtion; Are they all -- I mean all except the

2 very poor. Are all of the American people willing to chip in

3 a little something? And that is the idea of CUI minus 3

4, percent, a little something, whether they are recipients of

5, federal programs or whether they are taxpayers paying in to

6- the Federal Government. Are they willing to make some

7 relatively small sacrifice for the good of their country?

8 And it seems to me that as long as we keep on with this

9 laundry list a pproach, we are putting off that question and

10., we are deluding the American people that there is some

11 laundry list which from the standpoint of any particular

12, individual. citizen will avoid. that citizen, will not include

13 that citizen.

14- And therefore I just wanted to state, Mr. Chairman, again

15 -- and I will be stating it again next week with Senator

16 Boren -- that we do intend to push for a much broader

17" approach.

18i Senator Longt Would you yield. at that point?

19 Senator Dan-focth; I wouli.

20 Senator Longt I think the Senator is right and I think

21 that one of the things that you are going to have to do to

22 achieve what you are talking about is to close off all of

23 these open-enied programs. We voted on this Committee, I

24 think, to shut off the open-ended a while back, and in

25: conference we could not make it stick. But I believe we are
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1 going to have to shut off the open-ended.

2 And you have a whole lot of things in here where you hope

3 to save money; but if you hav? an open-ended program you save

4. something here and they just spend it somewhere else. So I

6 think you need to, one, go after the open-ended part of it

6: and shut that off. And then you have got to tell everybody,

7 well, you have got to take your share of the cut.

8 ~Now, every state -- just one example - has been forcedi

9to cut back on their social welfare spending be-cause they

10- s-imply dii not have enough money to keep it up. What did

11 they do? Every one of them started putting people to work.

12. You would be surprised how if the people have to work for

13 money, how all of a sudden there is not that much demand for

14 the money if they have to do some work for it.-

15 I am not talking about puttin.- anybody in any kind of

16. back-breaking work. I have been going around here with a bad

IT back from picking up rocks on the mountainside where I have a

18, cabin.. Why do I do it? Because I cannot get anybody else to

19 do it..

20. So I amt just saying that we are just talking about

21 getting people to do something to help earn their own keep.

22 That reduces the pressure just for a handout if you require

23 they do a l~ittle bit of work for it. Now, the governors

24 turned to that when they found that they just did not have

25' enough money to.-go around, so they had to ask people to do
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1 something to help earn some money.

2 And if you put -- if you shut off the open end and then

3 have a reduction, an across-the-board cut on everything, mind

4; you, including us - I have been making speeches down there

5 in Louisiana telling people that I hava never seen a

6 government where you could not get enough money to operate,

7 including aine. Somebody sent up a question and said,lwell,.

8 why did you spend that much money to begin with?

9 And I have not been spending that much. I have been

1O' turning back anywhere from 10 to 20 percent. But even then,

11 I could get by with less if I had to, and so could everybody

12. else, I woul~d thiak..

13 But it is not going to help just to put this on the

14 Congress. It has got to go across the board. Everybody has

15 to participate. Otherwise you are not going to get there.

16- But I think you have got the right. idea.. We are not going to

17' get there just by trying on these little nickel and dime

I8& items, not when you are trying to pick up on nickel and dime

19 'items $30 billion, $140 billion, $50 billion.

20, Senator Danforth*, The nickel and dime items have the

21 effect of avoiding political controversy for ourselves. N~ot

22, that little groups are not interested in fighting them, and

23 they do. I mean, witness withholiing or anything else.. -You

24 can get into a hornet's nest with any particular group of

25, people.
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I ~But that hornet's nest with respect to a particular group

2 is still easier for us to manage than if we were to say to

3 virtually everybody in the country, hey, you have got to

4 sacrifice for your country.

6 ~But my guess is that if we were t3 put that to the

6 American people, as Kennedy did in his inaugural speech or as

7 Churchill did to the British people in the Second World Wa-r,-

8- if we were to say that to the American people, if we were to

9 say, your country is in trouble -- a $1.3 trillion national

10' debt-is trouble -- your country is in trouble; do you believe

11 that you should be a part of the answer, do you believe that

12 you should-make some sacrifice for the country, or in the

13~ alternative do you. believe that you have it coming? Do you

14: believe that you have your right, your entitlement, your

15 right to have it coming?

16 And I would bat the American people would be willing to

17r say, we are willing to do our part for the country. But I

18. think we hive to ask them to io it, and we are never going to

19. ask them to do it with this laundry list approach, never

20; ever-.

21 In fact, it creates the impression of unfairness. Every

22 time we create lists of specific items where somebody is

23 going to be affected by it, but not everybody, people say,

24 well, that is unfair, we are aot going to do it, we do not

25 want to do it.
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1 Senator Bradleyz Would the Senator yield just for a

2 question?

3 You have been very specific-about what we do on the

4 entitlement side-anid you have-said that ona the tax side that

5' we would have CPI minus 3 on indexing. Do you envision

6' anything else?

7 1 have not read your proposal., Do you envision anything.

8 else on the- revenue side other than minus 3?

9 Senator Danforth& Let me tell you honestly how I view

10 the CPT minus. 3 idea.. r view it as one of -any number of

11 interchangeable approaches to the same thing. I do not think

1 2. that it is necessarily the best idea it all.. Probably

13 anybody could think of any-number of ways to make the same

14- point, that it is a combination of both spending and tax

15 increases that will. get this deficit under control.

16 The numbers you come up with in-CPT minus 3 amount to

17 only about,, oh,. $1,20billion over four years, somethina like

18. that.. I do, not have it in front of me right this second., So

19- it is a friction of the problem... It Joes not address

20'. ffedicare. That obviously has to be dealt with, and I am sure

21- there are other things that might have to occur.

22 But I think that this kind of approach, while it is not

23 the whole answer, is the sine quo non. I think that without

24 this kind of approach we are not going to hit the numbers.

25 Senator Bradleyz Well,. I tend to agree with you that if
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1 You did kind of an across-the-board~ approach and you a-ffected

2- everyone and you asked for equal sacrifice everywhere, that

3 you would have a more cradibla program than if you asked. it

4' in some places. And that is why I raised the question about

5: how much you intend. to get on the revenue side of the $123

6. billion that you say you would get-by the CPI minus 3.

7 I mean, over i three or four-year period-, I cannot

8 conceive that that comes equally from indexing CPT minus 3

9. versus entitlement reductions CPT minus 3. And that is-not

10 to make that point, but we eliminated. indexing and we get $19

11 billion. So I mein, the CPI minus 3 has got to have a

12 disproportionate reduction in spending than, it does an

13 increase in revenues.,

14. Senator Danforth: It is just, about 50-50. I amlsorry I

15 do not have my sheet in front of me now. I certainly will

16 next week.

17' But as I recall, it is $57 billion over four years in tax

la8 increases and 160 billion on spending reduCtions. It is

19 slightly more in spending reductions than in tax increases,

20. but it is very close to the same.-

21 And the point that I would make by making it about the

22 same is that as a political mnatter I lo not think that

23- Republicans would go along with trying, to just raise taxes in

24- order to finance higher spending., On the other hand, I do

25 not think the Democrats would ao along with affecting the
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1 entitlement programs without a tax increase.

2 So politically, and along with the sense of the Americ~an

3 peo ple, hey, why hit one half and not -t-he other half, I just

4 do not think you could get it done. So the effort is to

5- really apply something across the board. And it would be

6 just about the same in dollars, give or take a few million.

7 Senator Bradley: The only direction T was taking was, if

a you do something on the revenue side or the spending side,

9 that it has to be basically at least the same and it has to

10' be very clear., And while we are faced. with a resolution in

11 which we are supposed to raise $73 billion over three years

12. in revenues, the option there -- and that will be immediate

13~ for us - is Jo we do it with the whole laundry list of small

14- items, as we did last year-, or do we do it with a rather bold

15 stroke, saying, look, we have got to raise the revenues and

16 therefore raise the tax in a. way that does not affect this

17 group or that group, but affects everyone.

18: And it- seems to me that is the direction that the logic

19. of your argument heads, and I think we ought to look at it.-

20'. The Chairmanz I wouli just say that I know Senator

21- Danforth-indicated, as did Senator Boren just a few moments

22. ago, or about an hour ago on the Senate floor, that he wanted

23 to discuss the same area you have discussed, and that you do

24- have one and maybe two amendments and maybe a flat-out

25, amendment and maybe a sense of the Senate.
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1 But I do think there is some merit in looking at some of

2 these areas where there is obvious unfairness, whether it is

3 on the revenue side or if there are little loopholes, either

4. in YMedicare or !¶eli~aii.. It appears to be a laundry list,

5' but I think you always have to put a little laundry, to keep

6- the laundry moving in even any broad thing you might-do, to

7' sort of level out the playing field.

8 I mean, there are a lot of nice little breaks that some

9 people have in the Revenue Col~e and some have in wMedicare and!

10 Medicaid. There are a lot of people doing-very well under.

11 Medicare and Keli~aid. And even though we look at some broad

12. approach -- I think Senator Danforth has a good idea -- even~

13 though it is sort of nitty-gritty stuff and not very much

14, money, if somebody out there is getting $55 million that they

15 should not receive,. I think we ought to stop it.

16 But that does not indicate we can raise all the money w-e

17' need $55 million at a time, or even $250 million at a time,

lat as Senator Heinz su~ggested- with the pacemaker business.

19': Well, obviously we will be meeting again,, and I guess we

20: can go ahead and go through the-balance of the book,

21 hopefully this afternoon, and then spend a couple of days

22 next week an the hard part.

23' Are you next, Sidney?

24 Ms., Burkes. The only additional program in the area of

25 the health programs within our jurisdiction, Senator, is a
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1 program that does not entail any suggested changes, and that

2 is the change in the maternal and child health block grant

3 program*

4 The Chairmanz I think You are uoing to be able to go

5- through this a little more quickly than I thought, or maybe

6more-quickly than you thought..

7 (Laughter.1

8 ~Ms., Olson., Senator, there are six AFDC proposals which

9 have savings associated with them. All are listed on page

10 24.

11 The first proposal begins on page 27. It is a proposal

12- adopted by the Committee last year which excludes the needs

.13 and. inr-omas of a =aretaker relative when the youngest child

14. reaches 16., This would end the benefit for the parent when

15 the youngest child. reaches 16, and the child's benefit would

16' continue..

17 Number two is on page 28. This is also a proposal

18& adopted by the Committee last year., and. it establishes that

191 the standard filing unit for AFDC families includes the

20, income of all related individuals and children in determining

21 the benefits for the family.-

22. Number three, on pages 28 and 29, is a modification of a

23. provision adopted. by the Congress last year. It would.

24- require states to pro-rate for shelter and utilities when an

25 AFDC family shares a household with another family.
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I On page 32 and 33, 34 and 35, are described the changes

2 in the work program proposed by the Administration. They

3 first propose to repeal the WIN program. They propose to

4 have a mandatory community work experience program in each

5 state. They wouli require participation in the community

6 work experience program by both parents in an intact family.

7 They would require a job search, which is now optional with

8: the states.

9 An additional savings provision is on page 35 and 36, the

10' proposal. aiopted. by this Committee last year which requires

11 minor parents of an AFDC child to live at home with their own

12 parents unless there are extenuating circumstances.

13 The last AFDC provision with savings associated is on

14. page 37, number nine, which would prohibit AFCD payments when.

15 the eligibility is due to the ibsence of the parent who is

16 seeking employment.

17 The rest of the AFDC provisions have negligible or no

18- budget impact.

19 On page 41 is a description of the Administration's child

20- support enforcement restructuring proposal.. I understand the

21 Administration has a new plan which Secretary Hreckler

22. testified. on today over in the House.

237 The Cha-irman: Is that plan reflected in our book?

24 Ms.. Olson& It is not. It was just announced yesterday

2s:. and described today by the Secretary. This is their first
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1 proposal.

2 On page *42 is the second proposal for =hild support

.3 enforcement, which would mandate the states to have in place

4 several procedures which have been proven to save money in

5 the child support program. One would be a wage withholding.

6 The second would be inter-fund intercepts of the tax refunds

7 an the state lev~el. And the third would be the establishment

8. of an administrative or quasi-judicial procedures to set

9 o-hild support agreements.

10, On page *43 is the child welfare services proposal. The

11 Administration proposes to repeal the separate authority for

12 child welfare training grants and combine that with the child

13 welfare services portion of Title TV-P.

14 Senatoc, Mr. Donnelly wouli be willing to describe the

15 new child support enforcement and financing proposal, if you

16 are interested at this time..

17- The Chairman: I think it might be helpful. I know this

18' is an area.-that Senator Long is particularly- interested in,

19- and I an sorry he is not here.. But it would be helpful to

2.have it for the record..

21 Mr. Donnelly: Well, let me try to be brief,. P.r.

22 Chairman.

23- In the child support area., as you know, there have been

24~ some extensive discussions at the White House in which the

25'. Secretary has been involved, and she testified this morning
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1 over in the other body. We sent up the material yesterday to

2 this Committee that reflected on that.

3 The principal change -from the proposal that was outlined

4, in the President's budget is that the Administration has put

5' forth a proposal that would in essence create a new incentive

8 Pool out of three components: One is a reduction from 7 0

7 percent to 60 percent of the federal matching rate of the

8 state's administrative cost; two is repealing the 12 percen~t

9~ AFDC bonus; and three is requiring a certain set of fees in

10, the area of non-AFDC participation at the state levels.

11 That iacentiva pool will be roughly $200 million by our

12.. estimates and will be divided essentially on parity or

13' equally among the states' Activities in the AFDC and the

14- non-AFDC area as a. reward for performance against certain

15 criteria that we expect to have some iialogue with this

16.: Committee and others about as we set them forth.

17' But one of them will clearly be the legislative

18. initiatives that you see before you in the proposal that

19. Cindy read.. Fundamentally, the important thing about that is

20 that it goes away from the net collections idea which the

21, state child support directors found so difficult, and. they

22- testified before this Committee.

23i And the other thing is that in the fiscal year '814 it

24 does in fact by our estimates match the savings already

25 contemplated of $66 million. Tn the out years those numbers
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I are still being discussed and reviewed. It is our clear

2 feeling thit the behavioral changes that will take Place in

3 the states will cause those numbers and those collections to

4 be as good or better as currently' estimated.

5 The Chairman: I appreciate having that for the record,

6 and I would hope that the Administration -- do we have any

7" information now?

8.- Ms. Olson:- Yes, we do.

9 The Ch~airmanz And if Senator Long has any specific

10' questions on that, I would hope that either Joe or Mike are

11 fully informed.

12 Okay.

13- Ms. Olson: An additional proposal in the foster care

14. area would freeze the funding at 14L40 million, making the

15 program a closed-ended entitlement. That is described on

16 page 146.

17' On page '48 is the Administration's proposal to reduce the

IS8 funding level for the 1984~ social services block grant to

19' reflect increasad spending in that block grant as a result of

20, the Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act.

21, The final savings provision in the income security area

22. is a supplemental security income provision dealing with the

2s3 recoupment of benefits paid under Title II.

24 The Chairman; Is that the windfall benefit?

25' M!s. Olson: Yes.. That is on page 52.
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1 The Chairman: Does that end the list?

2 IMs. Olsona Yes.

3 The Chairman;* Caroline, diid you say you had somethina in

4, social security, or this was it?

5 ~Ms. Olson: That was it,-the SST provision.

6 The Chairman: Does the Aluministration have any other

7- recommendations?

8 HMr. Donnelly:. Not at this time, K!r. Chairman. I just

9want to make sure that we brought you up to speed on the new

10' initiatives in th? child support area.

11 The Chairman: Mr. Stern, do you have any spending cuts

12. in your pocket?

13 Kr. Stern; No, sir..

14 The Chairman: Or anybody else's pocket?

15- (Laughter..]

16 The Chairman: Okay. What is the schedule for next

17' week?

18. Mr-. DeArmentz. We-have a :onference on Tuesday

19w afternoon. We have a hearing scheduled on Monday. But

20! otherwise -

21 The Chairman; So if we finish the conference on Tuesday,

22 we wouli hive Wednesday and Thursday?

23, Mr. DeArment: That is correct.

24 The Chairman.- I know t1-here is a farm bill up.

25. Mr. DeArment: That is on the 28th..
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The Chairman; Okay. We will stand in recess, but I do

hope that perhaps hopefully we can get some bipartisan

package put together on reductions. At least the effort

should be made, and we'would hope that it would far exceed

the recommendation of the 13udiet. Committee. That would be

one way to put that Committee out of business.

We will stani in recess..

[Whereupon, at 4:.05 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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